COMPANY PROFILE

EMAKHENI Cleaning Services

Transforming lives while cleaning excellently
OUR PROMISE OF VALUE

Emakheni was established by a Chemical Process Engineer, seeking to find a way to bridge a gap between people and systems, as a way of bringing quality and exceptional service to clients.

- We are a Level 1 BEE company that provides Industrial, Office and Commercial cleaning.

- Our intensive exposure to TPM, SHE and HACCP systems ensures that we are compliant at all times.

- We also transform lives while cleaning excellently, resulting to engaged, professional and motivated staff.
WHAT WE DO

INDUSTRIAL

OFFICE

COMMERCIAL

Cleaning Services
OUR CUSTOMERS
WHY WE EMPOWER?

- We **transform** the lives of cleaners beyond the cleaning industry into their full potential.
- This initiative **enhances self esteem**, create an **engaged & motivated team**, ensuring our clients always of the best service.

That is done as follows:

- Emakheni staff are treated with dignity and respect - in every detail, right down to our uniforms which are stylishly designed to protect them.
- We provide our staff with Skills, Personal and Career Guidance Development.
PORTIO DLAMINI - Founder

Current:
• Candidate in Raizcorp Entrepreneurship program
• Motivational Speaker on Empowerment platforms

Previous:
• Chemical Process Engineer and Production Unit Manager at Unilever
• Process Technician at Sappi & Sasol

Education
• BTech in Chemical Engineering
• Business Management at Unisa
Emakheni is proud to have been a supplier of services to Unilever for the past two years. This relationship has grown to include industrial cleaning & consulting.

**INDUSTRIAL CLEANING**
- Reduced downtime on production lines by implementing standards and procedures for the cleaning and management of change parts and pucks.

**EMPOWERMENT INITIATIVES**
- Involved with some of Unilever’s empowerment programs, to motivate and increase staff engagement on the floor.

**SERVICE PROVIDER AND TRAINER ON BEHAVIORAL SAFETY EXCELLENCE**
- Trained both Management and staff using the DuPont model.
- Safety Behaviour observations (SBO’s), Deep Compliance Audits and Safety Action meetings are currently used by the whole MW site as leading indicators.
CREDENTIALS

- **BBBEE – Level 1**, 100% black female owned
- **Member NCCA and BCCCI** (National Contract Cleaners Association and Bargaining Council of Contract Cleaners)
- **Letter of Good Standing** from the Dept of Labour
- **Safety File** with all the basic FWS elements
- **Public Liability** Insurance
- **Candidate at Raizcorp Entreprise** Programme (sponsored by Engen)
- **Member of DCCCI** - Durban Chamber of Commerce
WHY CHOOSE US?

• We maintain Hygiene standards using **Checklists and Visual standards**

• We use **5s Principles** to sort, set in order, shine standardise and maintain the work areas.

• We get involved in **Continuous Improvement & Operations** - to reduce costs

• All work is conducted using standard operating procedures (**SOP’s**), adhering to Safety and Quality standards.
We are here for you!

A company that takes care of your processes, without compromising Safety & Quality standards and while empowering others..

Transforming lives while cleaning excellently!

- Tel: 031 368 2483
- Cell 082 8833 510
- portio.dlamini@emakheni.co.za
- www.emakheni.co.za